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ASSTnACT
Numerous wind tunnel tests have been conducted by the Air Force
end NASA to investigate the aerodynamic/airframe integration of an
airborne optical pointing and tracking system. A colwn feature of
the various systems tested is the use of a fuselage mounted _-en-port
turret to house the optics. The suppression of undeairable aerodynamic
phenomena within the open port cavity together with the development
Of aerodynamic fairings for the reduction of base pressure drag behind
the turret has received special attention. In this paper, data from
several wind tunnel experiments along with available flight t_st data
are used to discuss the validity of. these small scale tests and their
inherent llmltatibns. Tests were perfgrmed at transonic speeds to
measure the turbulence levels in a cavity with and without a forward
porous fence, turret drag with and without an aerodynmnlc fairing, and
turret/fairing unsteady pressures.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Turret Forward Projected Area
d cavity Width
D Turret Diameter
f Frequency, I_
F F_iction force
h Fence Height
Hz Hertz, One Cycle per Second
k Ratio of Specific _eats
kHz l_lohertz = 1000
L Distance f_om Plate Lead_ng Edge or Characteristic Length
m Integer That Defines Mode Number
M Mach Number
P l_ressure Force
PxlnS Root Mean Square Pressure
q Free Stream Dynan_c Pressure
Reynolds Number Based on Turret Diamete_ D
_(M) Reynolds Number Based on Turret Diameter D as a Function
of Math Number M
RL Reynolds Number Bssed on Distance l
S Strouhal Number = fd/V or fD/V m
u Velocity Anywhere in the Boundary Layer in the x Direction
V Free Stream VelocityW
x Distance Along the Model Centerline in the Free Stream
Direction. Measured from Plate or Cavity Leading Edge
y Distance From the Model Centerline Normal to the Free Stream
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8 Boundary Layer Disturbance Thickness
61 Bounder,/ Layer Displacement Thickness
:: 62 Boundary Layer Momentum Thickness
i.. 6L(x ) Lam£uat Boundary Layex Disturbance Thickness as 8 Function
_; of x
='_ 6t(x ) Turbulent Boundary Layer Disturbance Thickness as a
-!- Function of x
)::_.. ACD Incremental Drag Coefftc£eut = __0,Vg AT
i' t t Turbulent Momentum Eddy DIffuslvlty
!.' _ Dynamic Viscosity
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.}; _ Laminar Shear Stress
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Pressure, _!
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BACXOP_U_
Durin8 the past ten years the Air Force and NASA have conducted
n_erous w_nd tunnel tests to investigate the aerodynamic/airframe
inte8ration of an airborne optical pointing and tracking system. A
eo_on feature of the various systems tested has been the use of a
f_selage mounted turret to house the optics, The light beam propagates
from the optical platform through an open port in the turret and thus
alienates the losses associated with a soll_ material window. However, I
the optical basra qual_t 7 and the performance of the pointing and tracking
syate_ are still _ery _ueh a £unct_on of the external aerodynamic flow
g_eld, l_en exposed to the free _tream flow the open port turret acts
as a cavity, and under.a resonance condition, internal unstead7 pressure
£1uctuat±ons become s-fgu_i_antt These acoustical resonances create
unwanted vi_rations, of the i_ternal optical components and thus degrade
the overall sTstem performance. In addition, flow separation on the turret
creates un_teady external torques, while increasing the total aircraft drag.
In the above mentioned _rlnd tunnel tests, the suppression o_ undesir-
able aerodynamic phenomena within these cavities together with the develop-
_e_t of aerodynamic fairies for the _eduction of base pressure drag
_ehind the turret, has received special attention (References 1,2,3,4,5,6).
Since _uch time has been spent in these developmental areas a data com-
parison of various scale wind tunnel tests is desirable. In this paper,
data £rom several of the wind tunnel experiments alon_ with available
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fltsht tsst data are used to dtscuu the valldity o5 those small t
i
8tale tests and thetr Inherent ltmltattons.
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SECTIONZZ
FLUID FUN tOMCaTS
' Before discussins the _r£nd tunnel results i_s worthwhile to recall
' a few concepts Sovernin 8 differemt flow processes which have a direct
/
* affect on the comparison of large and small scale test data. The under-
standin8 of these concepts pointsout some inherent limitations of small
_
scale tests and helps in the interpretation of such data.
P
RE_OLDS NOMBERAND D_4IC SIMILARITY
li Approximately 100 years aso Osborne Reynolds identified the importance
of the ratio of inertial to viscous forces in defining the characterX,
Of fluid flows in pipes, i.e., whether the flow will be laminar or
_ turbulent. The introduction of this ratio, p.Vm_/_, referred to as the
_; Reynolds number, contributed significantly to another important concept
+++,. call Dynamic S_nilarity. Consider an experiment where a low speed fluid
_, flows a_ound two geometrically similar bodies. If the flow properties
f.,
.,. are measured at geometrically s_milar locntions, and their respective
_ Reynolds numbers are identical, then the two experiments are said to be
dynamically similar. Zn others _;ords, two flow systems are said to be
!+ dynamically similar if they are geometrically similar and the forces in
_: one syskem are in the same ratio to each other as the forces in the
i: second system. The practical importance of the principle of similarity
that inexpensive wind tunnel tests of scale models can be used to
predict the performance of full-scale aircraft. However, in many
i:
/.
instances several force ratios are involved and consequently it is
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impossible to hay,. complete dynam:Lc s/m:L_rity. For oxmaplo, when meaBur-
lab drag on an airfoIl in high speed flow both compressible gas forces
and viscous shear forces are inportent. In general, complete shnilarlty
;.
_. /n such cues is possible only for full scale models.
"_ BOINDARYLAYERCONCEPT
i-_j_ BInce the Reynolds number is the ratio of the inertial forces to
viscous forces one might expect that viscous forces vould be negligible
i_, at very high Reynolds numbers. The fact is, that no matter hey large
_.,: the Reynolds numbeT, vtscoue forces can never be completely Ignored.
_}i The reason for this is that fluid particles do not slip at the surface
ii the tangential veil, city at the vall Is zero. Moving outward from the
iii! vail the velocity .increases to a value nearly equal to that of the i
I,
i The development off a boundary layer can best be illustrated by a
study of an incompressible, uniform flov ove_ a flat plate (see Figure 1).
As the fluid particles reach the plate leading edge, large shear stresses
ate created at the surface vhich slow8 down the fluid. This relatively
thin region close to the Body surface varies in '*thickness" dowustream
i'_: along the plate. The actual boundary layer thickness 6 is usually defined
.i
i! a8 the distance from the surface to the point where the local velocity u
equals ninety-ni3_e percent of the free streaut velocity Vm. Since the
term boundary layer thickne s is s mewhat Dblguously defined, m re use-
}? fuI terms such as displacement thickness 61 and momentum thickness 62 are "1
i often used. The displacement thickness 61 is a measure of the displace- i
i ment of the free stream flow avay from the plate and t8 defined as:
o!!
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whore 0 and Om ere the local and free stream mass dsnoIties reopectively. The
momontum thickness 62 is • measure of the deficit of momentu_ flux cauocd
by the boundary layer end is proportional to the dra$ on the plate.
The mom_tum thicknesa 62 is defined asz
0. % dy
The boundary layer alon8 the plate is separated into a lanutnar,
transitional and turbulent region. Depending mostly on the local
Re_molda number the boundary layer remains lmnlnar for some distance
along the place. In this resion the viscous shear stress _l is pro- t/
portional to the velocity gradient, that is:
du
In laminar flow the transport of momentum is molecular in nature. The 1
/
transport coefficient is called the dynamic viscosity W and is a function t
only of the fluid properties. Thus the laminar shear stress can be
expressed as:
du
The layer remains truly laminar up to the transition point but after
this "critical point" (more usually defined by a "critical Reynolds
623
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number") _11 disturbances or fluctuations are _mp11fled In magnitude,
aventually becoming so large as to disrupt the l_minar flov pattern which
then breaks up into largo eddlos. Such dlsCurbnnces are introduced from
the frcc stream or by surface Irregularities, both of which arc always
present to some degree. Once the turbulent mixing process starts, some
distance is required for an equilibrium mixing process to be established.
Hence, transition requires a "zone" rather than suddenly occurring at a
point. Thereafter, the characteristics of the layer are essentially
turbulent in nature,
Iu turbulent flow the transport of momentum is greatly enhanced.
Consequently the shear stress is higher than in the laminar flow case
(see Figure l). Expressions for the viscous shear stress have been
developed which are shnilar to the laminar equation. However, the
turbulent momentum transport coefficient is by no means a constant but
rather a function of the dynamics of the flow. This turbulent coefficient,
ct, Is both a function of the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations and
eddy scale size. Thus the turbulent shear stress can be expressed as:
. du
_t ct
The above description of a bounder: layer has indeed been a s_npltfied
one. Many aspects of boundary layers such as effects of compressibility,
pressure gradient, wall shape and yell temperature were not addressed.
However, it i_ found tb_at drag due to viscous shear stresses Is higher
when the flow Is completely turbulent.
624
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DRA_ FORCES FOR BLUNT AND STREAMLINEDBODIES
Newtonts law of motion states, that for a constant mass, the sum
of the external forces on a body £s equal to the product of its mass and
acceleration. In fluid aerodynamics,the two surface forces which are of
_ particular importance are friction forces and pressure forces. The
relative importance of these two forces play a significant role in the
_ drag of blunt and streamlined bodies such as a fuselage mounted turret/
-_ fairing (see Figure 2). As w_s previously discussed, the magnitude of
the viscous drag depends on whether the surfece boundary layer is laminar
or turbulent. For Etgh Reynolds number flows the boundary layer is mostly
i turbulent and the v_scous drag is higher than for low Reynolds number flows
where the boundary layer is lanL1_ar. Therefore, it is important to maintain
a laminar boundary layer on a streamlined body where the pressure drag is
small. In contrast, and for a different rea_n, turbulent flow is also
_} of importance on a blunt shaped body. When a fluid flows around a blunt
} body, the boundary layer starts out laminar and tends to separate from the
--_ surface creating a low pressure wake. Thlff-lo_ pressure region acts as
,,
=_
-_ a drag force on the body and its magnitude is a function of the location
}= on the body where the flow separates. For such cases, early transition
i, from laminar to turbulent flow would have the effect of reducing the
!, elze of the wake and thus reducing the pressure drag. Drag reduction
i of thta form is therefore very much a functto.n of Reynolds number.
_ Recall that transition can also be a function of free stream turbulence
and surface roughness. A high free stream turbulence could cause earlier
! transition which would help reduce the pressure drag. Surface roughness
;i could also cause a drag reduction but is very dependent on Reynolds number.
4
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4_ WD_ TU_qELTEST_G
_iI_ The wind tunnel is probably the aerormut'cal engineer's most important
_ design and development tool. Excellent agreement between small and
(., full scale tests can be obtained when the various force systems involved
.b
/. are properly modeled. Indeed, proper modeling :'s implied by the principles
f,,
t of similarity discussed earlier. Generally speaking this statement is
_ true. However, ices true only if _ th_ pertinent parameters are the
same. For example, the drag force on a blunt body could be a function
_i of Math number, Reynolds number, geometry, and free stream turbulence.
_ Matching the Mash number, Reynolds number and geometry may not be sufficient.
Since boundary layer transition and separation are affected by the free
stream turbulence level, the drag force measured in two different wind
tunnel tests may not be the same. In addition, local steady and unsteady
pressure measurements can be siEnificantly influenced by the degree
of free stream turbulence, the location of transition and local separated
!_ flow reglons. Spatial resolution of local instrumentation on a small
i scale model should also be considered. The measurement may really be anintegrated effect over a relatively large surface area!
I.
)i All th_ngs considered, the wind tunnel testiu S of small scale models
has proven very useful to the aeronautical engineer. The principles of
tli dynamic similarity and an understanding of the basic fluid flow concepts
i_ help the engineer to interpret such data. When dynamic similarity isincomplete the data trends are still very important results. Much of
I the data presented in this paper shows Sdod correlation between tests.
_i Some of the anomalies chat be attributed to
are present can one or more
i,
I_ of the reasons discussed in this section.
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SECTION IZ!
'°'_ CAVITY AND FENCE TESTS
• o',i MODELSAND TEST FACILITIES
_ Two separate models of a 15.2 ca (6 in) cube shaped cavity mounted on a
_I'_" flat plate were tested in the Air Force Flight Dynamics (AFFDI) 0. 61 m by
r
°:,' 0.61 m (2 ft by 2 ft) end NASA-Ames 1.83 m by 1.83 m (6 ft by 6 ft)
°}i
' transonic wind tunnels. The dinenstons of these two models are shown in
_; Figures 3a end 3b. Several porous fences which were designed to reduce:- o._
i the turbulence levels in the cavity could be mounted upstream of the
cavity in one of three different locations. The results from two of these
° fence configurations are presented in this paper. Their d_nensions and
ii! location upstream of the cavity are given in Table 1.
The l_a.SA-Amesflat plate model was mounted in the tunnel on a center
_I: pylon sufficiently far from the wall to assure that the plate was not
4 immersed In the tunnel boundary layer (Ref. 7). An elliptic leading edge of
'I
major axis four thnes the minor axis was used to preclude separation and
_/i11 to reduce the mass flow end blockage beneath the plate. The AFFDL flat
_ plate model was mounted on the slde wall of the 0.38 m by 0.38 m (1.25 ft
_i by 1.25 ft) transonic test section. This particular test section
has slotted vails and a removable section sidewall which protrudes
_.81 cm (1.5 in) into the flow, thus bleeding off the boundary layer.
_! TYPES OF MEASUREMENTSAND TEST CONDITIONS
i iDat_ recorded during the cavity tests included both mean and unsteady
_i_ pressure measurements. Dynamic pressure transducers were located st key
OI
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tpositions inside the cavity and on the flat plate forward and aft of the
Cavity. Total pressure probes were also used to measure the velocity
profiles at the leading edge of the cavity with and without a porous
fence. Only a portion of the unsteady pressure measurements are
presented in this papar. The discussion is limited to two fence con-
figurations, a Mach number range of 0.60 to 0.89, and one fence location.
UNS._Y_ADYPRESSURE RESULTS - PLAIN CAVITY
Overall root mean square (ms) pressure levels for the plain cavity
_onfigurations are presented in }igures 4a and 4b. The data are normalized
}y the free stream dynamic pressure and represent an averaging over a
frequency range from 1 to approximately 50 kHz.
For a free stream Mach number of 0.60 the tins pressure data from the
AFFDL test are in good agreement with the Ames da_a. However, significant
differences occur at Mach 0.89 for measurements made inside the cavity
and on the flat plate at the cavity leading edge. It is not suggested
that such an effect is primarily due to the change in Hach number.
In fact, trends in the data for both Math numbers show that the unsteady
pressure levels increase with decreasing local Reynolds number R_.
TILts decrease with Reynolds number suggests that transitional instabilities
in the approaching boundary layer radiate energy which generate more
intense fluctuations within the cavity. Since the free stream flow is
subsonic, the cavity pressure fluctuations also radiate forward and increase
the yressure levels on the plate at the cavity leading edge. Similar
findings have been found by previous investigators (Reference 8). They
conclude that in comparison to a fully turbulent boundary layer, the
laminar portion of a boundary layer "produces more intense fluctuations
despite its own lower noise levels".
628
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From the AFFDL and Ames tests ttb evident that the stalin8 of
cav£ty unsteady pressure data should i_clude boundary layer parameters.
More experimental work needs to be done before all the important para-
meters can be defined. However, it appears that transitional effects
from the upstream boundary layer can significantly affect the magnitude
_i of cavity resonance.
_ UNSTEADYPRESSURE RESULTS - CAVITY WITH FENCE
i= Normalized unsteady pressure data for t_o fence configurations areii
i_, presented in FiguresSa and 5b. Comparison of the data along the center-
_!..
line of the flat plate and cavity floor shorn that the AFFDL and Ames
!, tests results are in excellent agreement for both fence configurations.
No effect of Reynolds number on cavity resonance or fence effectiveness
was found. Both the AFFDL and Ames fences were equally effective in
significantly reducing the cavity dynamic pressure levels as compared
j;
to the plaln caVity. This Is probably due to the fact that the fence
.y height h was greater than the local boundary layer thickness 6 for
_ both tests. Ratios of h/6_ > 1 were considered to be an important
_ design parameter in order to prevent the shear layer from entering thei
i_" cavity. Notice that for h/6_ = 1.2,the Ames fence 2 (58Z porosity and
thus less drag) was equally effective as the Ames fence 1 (38_ porosity).
"_ Of course, this neglects the differences in free stream Math number.
/
UNSTEADYPRESSURMSPECTRARESULTS - PLAN CAVITY AND CAVITY 'dlTH FENC]_
ii Nondtmenstonal resonant frequency data or Strouhal numbers (S - fd/V_)
for both the Ames and AFFDL cavity tests are presented as a function of
free stream Math number in Figures 6a and 6b. Frequency data from the
Ames test were obtained from a varying bandwidth analysis between 2 and
800 Hz. The AFFDL data were obtained from a narrow bandwidth analysis vlth
: 629
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_ a frequency resolution of _ 20 I_. The solid curves represent calculated
•, values of StroubJal number for various cavity resonance modes a. These
i/ curves were calculated £rom the following nmdtfied Ross£ter equation
i ; obtained £rom Reffereuce 1:
_-o t
i m = 1,2,3,4
i-;_ m- 0.25i--;':.' s - .
;: M + 1.75
- o_:.
:2
where M is the free stream Hath number and k is the ratio of spectgtc
_ For the £irst fundamental mode and the second ha_ontc both the
-._, Ames and AFFDL frequency data are in exceXlent agreement for the plain
_=; cavity case (Figure 6a_. In addition, predicted values using the Rosstter
_ equation are _n good agreement _th the measured data, especially
o£_ £or the ffrst mode. Significant dtf£erences are found between the two
_' tests and also between the test and predicted values _or m = 4. The
.!i
,_ differences between the experimental data are probably due to the
I'!
_i relatively large bandwidth o£ the Ames data at the higher £requenctes.
o!
=;i; In any case, the lower resonant _odes have. the hJ_hest emergy content
_: end thus are of greater Importance,
t Comparison o£ the AFFDL and Ames data £or the cavity with £enceo_-
configuration ate shown _n Figure 6b. Excellent agreement between expert-
, ments and predicted values were also obtained with results similar to the
i;
; plain cavity case. It's interesting to note that, although the fences
ii significantly reduce the cavity dynamic pressure_, the same resonant
i,
e.
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frequencies are sctll present but at a much lover enersy level. Con-
sequenCly the RossiCer equation, alChoush noc developed for the cavity
with fence conftsuratton, still successfully predicts the cavity resonant
frequencies.
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tSECTIOMIV
TURRET/FAIRING TESTS
MODELSAND TEST FACZLITIES
In this section, selected data from several wind tunnel and flight
tests are compared. The drag data presented were obtained from expert-
: ments conducted t_ the Air Force Academy (AFA) and AFFDL transonic wind
tunnels. Two separate 0.025 scale models of a turret _rlth a high rise
aft fairtn E were mounted in the wind tunnels on a hollow circular
cylinder with forward and aft ramps. The cylindrical section was
desiEned to approximate the upper forward portion of a KC-135 aircraft
fuselaEe. A sketch of the model configuration is shown alone with the
drag data in Figure 7.
The unsteady pressure data presented in this section were obtained
from experiments conducted in the AFFDL 0.61 m by 0.61 m (2 ft by 2 ft)
and NASA-Ames 4.27 m by 4.27 m (14 ft by 14 ft) wind tunnels and from
flight tests of the Airborne Laser Laboratory (ALL). The wind tunnel
models were candidate confiEur._tlonsof the ALL cycle I_I/_V aft falrlnE
with a forward ramp. A confiEuratlon sketch is shown in Figure 8. The
AFFDL and NASA-Ames model scales were 0.025 and 0.30 respectively.
TYPES OF MEASUREMENTS AND TEST CONDZTIONS
Data recorded durinE the AFA end AYFDL high rise fairLng/turret
!
tests Sncluded force measurements end oil flow visualisation photosraphy.
Only the drag force data are presented in this paper for a Math number
ranEe from 0.60 to Math 0.90. At the AFA, the free stream unit Reynolds
number varied with tunnel Math number while at AFFDL, the free stream
! unit Reynolds number was a conmtant. The drag data &_ which is pre-
!
sented in FLgure 7 reflects draE caused by the addition of the turret
632
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i'll; and fairing only and are based upon the forward projected area of the
turret (Ref. 9). The Reynolds numbers _ are based on the turret diameter D.
: Selected unsteady pressure data from the AFYDL and NASA-Ames wind
!
tunnels and the ALL flight tests are presented in this paper. The
_. locations of the dynamic pressure transducers on the turret, forward
_': ramp, and aft fairings are shown in Figure 8. Data results from these
_ tests are presented in Figures 9a through 9_ for a Math number range
J,
to Math 0.90. Turret Reynolds numbers varied from R_ = 2.3 x 105from 0.50
:i:_ to P_ = 40 x 105 .
!"_ Two nondimenstonal power special density plots are also shown in,L
i Figures lOa and 10b comparing the 0.30 scale and full scale tests at
_: Math numbers of 0.55 and 0.75. However, these data were obtained from
i_I tests of a different fairing than that shown in Figure 8. They are pre-
_I_ eented here because they were the only wind tunnel and flight test data
jl available and show that both power spectra data as well as root mean
i_ square pressure data can be correlated.
/
!) DRAG DATA RESULTS - AFA AND AFFDL TESTS
_) Several important observations can be made from the drag data
l results presented in Figure 7. Consider the drag versus Math number
_ curVe for the bare turret configuration. If the two tests were
r',
_ dymamically similar, one would expect these curves to show much better¢
::_, agreement. As expected, the higher drag curve is at the lower turret
}: Reynolds number. Differences between the two curve shapes is probably
_t:_ due to the variation of Reynolds number with free stream Math number.
; _ Similar Reynolds number effects are also observed for the turret and
= i: "tF PZt fairing con_tguration. However, the two curve shapes are in much!! I
i.. better agreement,
/.
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tAl"thoushdynamic similarity between these two tests was incomplete,
some very useful end important results exist which should not be over-
looked. First, both confisurations for both tests indicate an increase
in drag with increasingMach number. This, of course, was to be expected
since similar results have been me_6ured for flow around spheres and can
be attribute_ to the appearance of unstable shock waves. A more impor-
tant result, however, is found in the ranking of the drag curves. Both
tests show the fairing dras to be less than the bare turret drag and for
both configurations the AFA date ranks lower than the AFFDL data. The
J_portant point to be made here is that such trends in the data are
useful results. Although the absolute drag coefficients cannot be com-
pared between each test, both tests can be used to provide useful inform-
ation concerning the effectiveness o£ one configuration over another.
UNSTEADYPRESSURE RESULTS -AYYDL, AMES, _DFLICHT TESTS
Generallyspeaking, the unsteady pressure data presented in Figures
9 and 10 show good correlation between the AFFDL and NASA-Ames wind tun-
nel tests and the ALL flight tests. The best correlations are found
in Fi&_res 9c and 9d end in Figures lOa and lob. First, it should be
noted that the instrumentation locations for each test were substantially
different in some cases. Consequently, the data comparisons would be
expected to be poor especially in highly unstable flow regions. Figure
9a is such a case. Not only ere the pressure transducers at very dif-
ferent locations but they are also located in a very turbulent £1ow
region on the turret and aft fairing. At these locations local shock
waves form, the flow separates from the turret and then reattaches to
the fairing. Better agreement between tests is shown in Figure 9b
although there are some discrepancies with the flight test data at the
634
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lower Math numbers. The reason for this is not clear, but is possibly
due to a local separated flow resion on the ALL falrins. The best
elreement, of course, is shown in Figures 9c and 9d where the flow is
._ attached and fairly stable. _otice that for these locations the unsteady
pressure levels are much lover than those of Figures 9a and 9b. Since
the flow is attached in these areas, the measurement is primarily due
•" to boundary layer noise. Other differences between transducers such as
.. those in Figures 9c and 9d are most likely attributed to differences in
spatial resolution of the instrumentation between tests.
All in all, the unsteady pressure data show good correlation and
provide a fairly accurate pic:_u:_e of the flow phenomena which occurs at
different locations. As was the case _r£th the drag data discussed
earlier, the unsteady pressure data from each test also Show similar
trends. In the highly unstable regions (Figures 9a and 9b) all three
tests show a decrease in the unsteady pressure l_vels with an increase
in the free stream Math number. In the stable flow regions (Figures 9c
and 9d) all three tests show very little change in the unsteady pressure
levels with Math number.
Finally, when comparing flight and wind tunnel power spectral density
data excellent correlations have been obtained (see Figures los and 10b).
However, it should be emphasized that these data were obtained from tests
of a much different configuration than the cycle Ill/IV configuration
shown in Figure 8. The pressure transdl:cers were at the top of the
turret (same as location A in Figure 8) but were in a very protected
region behind a high rise forward ramp fairing. 1
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,. CONCLUSIONS
" Data from several wind tunnel experiments along with available
• flight test data were used to discuss the validity of small scale tests.
2. Tests _ere performed at transonic speeds to measure the turbulence
,j!
levels in a cavity with and without a forward porous fence, turret
drag with and without an aerodynamic fairing, and turret/fairing
_ unsteady pressures. Analysis of the test results leads to the follow-
tng conclusions:
I,
_j 1. Porous fences were found to be effective in reducing cavity
;_ unsteady pressure levels of small scale model_. However, scaling the
!i magnitude of unsteady pressure reduction to full scale is uncertain.
_ The data shows that there is a fixed ratio of fence height to cavity
i:._ length independent of model scale.
i._ 2. Trends and levels of unsteady pressure coefficients on turrets
if: and fairlngs are predicted by small scale tests in regions of attached
: flow. In regions susceptible to flow separation such as on the turret!I,:
!!_ Itself, small scale data are not expected to scale up because of
Reynolds number effects.
}! 3. Resonant frequencies of a plain cavity and a cavity with a
!! porous fence can be predicted for small scale tests.
i4"
4. Upstream boundary layer conditions can significantly influence
f the degree of correlation between different small scale cavity tests.
I,
t,
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